30 October 2015, Friday, 3:00 - 600 pm @ Jurong Primary School

With the advancement of technology, the need to be IT competent, and the promotion of E-Learning in our education, our children today are exposed to various risks and dangers online, as much as they are benefiting from it educationally. Many teens struggle with internet addiction and problems because safe and responsible use of the internet was not emphasized and taught when they were younger.

It is wise for primary school parents to understand these dangers, the psychological impact these dangers have on your children and practical measures you can take to protect them. In this 2-3 hour talk, the speaker will tackle questions such as:

- Should I allow my Teen to play computer games?
- How much is enough?
- What does your Teen do on the internet?
- Is the internet helpful or harmful for them?
- Why is my Teen addicted to the internet?
- What if my Teen is already spending too much time on the computer?
- What can I do to reduce their addiction?
- Cyber bullying – Prevention, Managing and signs
- Helpful tips to monitor your Teen's usage
- Discipline and communication

At the end of this talk, parents will have an idea of:
What their Teen may be exposed to on the internet.
What they can do to reduce their Teen's addiction to the internet.
Tips on protecting your Teen from the dangers of the internet, such as pornography & cyber bullying.

REGISTER for this talk by sending your name, child’s name and class to the FMS Coordinator Mrs. Catherine Banton, not later than Wednesday, 28 October 2015. Register by:
1. Register Online - click/tap on/go to this link: http://goo.gl/forms/PRp6tj244X
2. SMS your name, child’s name and class to 97625186
3. Email your name, child’s name and class to sfe_jps@yahoo.com
4. Send this back to your child’s form teacher or General Office

REGISTRATION FORM

Name/s of parent/s attending: ______________________________________________________
Name of Child: ____________________________________________    Class: ______________
Mobile Number: _____________________    E-mail address ______________________________

Organised by: Jurong Primary School  
Supported by: MSF, Family Matters
James Satchy is a Family Life Educator serving in various schools and organizations. He has been training, mentoring and developing adults and youth for the last 22 years, locally and internationally.

James is the principal consultant of Built 2 Last Training (a service provider for MSF for School Family Education) and also the Executive Director of PCN Training, which designs and delivers enriching programs for parents, students and teachers.

James is a well sought-after speaker in schools and has conducted hundreds of talks, trainings and workshops on a wide range of topics such as parent-child relationship management/bonding, character education, maximizing of children’s potential, social and emotional learning for teenagers, anger/stress management and computer addiction, to name a few.

His wealth of experience in parent-child relationship management paves the way for him to be relevant in his talks, educating and bringing practical application to the issues that parents and students face today.